Hi there,

we’re thinking about using OpenVZ for a virtualization project. We’re very familiar with Solaris Containers but don’t even have any experiences with OpenVZ. The project requires Linux instead of Solaris. Therefore Solaris Containers are no valid option.

In the project, there is a sybase database - in multiple virtualized instances - required. Sybase is well known for having memory problems (as far as I remember, the memory must be addressed exclusively) with serveral lightweight virtualization plattforms.

Does anyone from this community already run Sybase in OpenVZ? Are there any experiences or pitfalls?

Thanks in advance!

Kind regards,

Mario

Subject: Re: Expereiences with OpenVZ and Sybase
Posted by kir on Fri, 20 Mar 2009 16:23:27 GMT

I can only tell for sure we support Oracle very well, including live migration. Not sure about Sybase but they shouldn’t be totally different species.